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Master the Art of Flint Knapping!

Best from Story in Stone Poster ...........................#Poster-SIS
The Best from Story in Stone poster illustrates dozens of 

stone arrowheads. A great reference guide for historians and flint 
 knappers. Poster size is 24” by 36”. 
#Poster-SIS The Best from Story in Stone poster only $10.99

The Manufacture of Gunflints ...............................#Book-MOG
This reprint, first published in 1879, is a look into the highly spe-

cialized manufacture of gunflints at Brandon, England. Whether a 
historian, archaeologist, or active user of flintlock weapons, you will 
find this rare early account of the English gunflint trade fascinat-
ing. From mining the flint, drying, flaking, sizing, selected styles, 
and grading. You will appreciate the art that goes into flint making. 
Softcover, 7 x 10” format, 80 pages, highly detailed line drawings.
#Book-MOG The Manufacture of Gunflints book only $22.99

Calf Creekin’ ................................................................#DVD-CC
with Jim Redfearn

Master flint knapper Jim Redfearn demonstrates how to knap 
a piece of rough chert into a deep notch Calf Creek point. DVD 
format, 1 hour, 5 minutes. 
#DVD-CC Making a Calf Creek Point  only $24.99

Making a Clovis Point ..............................................#DVD-MCP
with Jim Redfearn

Jim Redfearn turns a slab of Fort Payne chert into a nine-inch 
Clovis Point. Jim is one of the few knappers who can produce the 
characteristic “flute” in an authentic manner, without the use of a 
jig or holding device.  DVD format, 1 hour, 18 minutes.
#DVD-MCP Making a Clovis Point only $24.99

Making the Cahokia and Ishi Points .....................#DVD-MCIP
with Jim Redfearn

Jim Redfearn uses copper tools to demonstrate how to make 
Cahokia and Ishi style points, with an emphasis on notching, in a 
way that is easy to understand. DVD format, 1 hour, 40 minutes. 
#DVD-MCIP Making the Cahokia and Ishi Points only $24.99

The Art of Flintknapping ........................................#Book-AOF
by D.C. Waldorf

The author describes and illustrates the techniques required to 
fashion simple or fancy stone arrow points and tools. A section on 
gun flints is included. The tools required are very simple and easily 
made. You can be making fine arrow points after only a few hours 
of practice. Newest edition, 8-1/2 x 11” soft bound, 56 pages of tips, 
hints, illustrations and photographs. Also see our DVD video.
#Book-AOF Art of Flintknapping only $16.99

The Art of Flintknapping Video Companion
with D.C. Waldorf ......................................................#DVD-AOF

The next best thing to a live demonstration. In this video Waldorf’s 
uses his knapping skills to bring to life the  techniques  illustrated in 
The Art of Flintknapping. DVD format, two hours.
#DVD-AOF Flintknapping DVD only $24.99

Making a Dalton Point .............................................#DVD-MDP
with Jim Redfearn

In Jim Redfearn’s second disk, he tackles a difficult piece of 
Burlington chert. Ussing copper billets, he transforms it into a fine 
8” Dalton Point. DVD format, 1 hour, 40 minutes. 
#DVD-MDP Making a Dalton Point, DVD only $24.99

Working Obsidian ..................................................... #DVD-WO
with D.C. Waldorf

Journey with D. C. Waldorf to the  Northwest in search of volcanic 
glass. Here he explains everything in detail, from removal of humps 
and hinges to producing ordered flake scar patterns. D.C. Waldorf 
works down a big slab to stage three, describing how to go about 
getting into a piece that has three different edge scenarios. DVD 
format, two hours. 
#DVD-WO Working Obsidian video, DVD only $24.99
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